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Abstract

Processor failures in post-petascale parallel computing platforms are common occurrences. The traditional fault-tolerance solution, checkpoint-rollback-recovery, severely limits parallel efficiency. One solution is to replicate application processes so that a processor failure does not necessarily imply an application failure. Process replication, combined with checkpoint-rollback-recovery, has been recently advocated. We first derive novel theoretical results for Exponential failure distributions, namely exact values for the Mean Number of Failures To Interruption and the Mean Time To Interruption. We then extend these results to arbitrary failure distributions, obtaining closed-form solutions for Weibull distributions. Finally, we evaluate process replication in simulation using both synthetic and real-world failure traces so as to quantify average application makespan. One interesting result from these experiments is that, when process replication is used, application performance is not sensitive to the checkpointing period, provided that that period is within a large neighborhood of the optimal period. More generally, our empirical results make it possible to identify regimes in which process replication is beneficial.
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1 Introduction

As plans are made for deploying post-petascale high performance computing (HPC) systems [1,2], solutions need to be developed for ensuring resilience to processor failures. Resilience is particularly critical for applications that enroll large numbers of processors. For such applications, processor failures are projected to be common occurrences [3,4,5]. For instance, the 45,208-processor Jaguar platform is reported to experience on the order of 1 failure per day [6], and its scale is modest compared to upcoming platforms. Failures occur because not all faults are automatically detected and corrected in current production hardware, due to both technical challenges and high cost.

To tolerate failures the standard approach is to use rollback and recovery for resuming application execution from a previously saved fault-free execution state, or checkpoint, which is termed checkpoint rollback-recovery (CRR). Frequent checkpointing leads to higher overhead during fault-free execution, but less frequent checkpointing leads to a larger loss when a failure occurs. A large volume of literature is devoted to CRR, including both theoretical and practical results. The former typically rely on assumptions regarding the probability distributions of times to failure of the processors (e.g., Exponential, Weibull), while the latter rely on simulations driven by failure datasets obtained on real-world platforms.

Even assuming an optimal checkpointing strategy, at large scale processors end up spending as much or even more time saving state than computing state, leading to poor parallel efficiency [3,4,5]. Consequently, additional resilience mechanisms must be used. In this work we focus on replication: several processors perform the same computation synchronously, so that a failure of one of these processors does not lead to an application failure. Replication is an age-old fault-tolerance technique, but it has gained traction in the HPC context only relatively recently [7,8,9].

While replication wastes compute resources in fault-free executions, it can alleviate the poor scalability of CRR. With process replication, a single instance of an application is executed but each application process is (transparently) replicated. For instance, instead of executing the application with $2^n$ distinct processes on a $2^n$-processor platform, one executes the application with $n$ logical processes so that there are two replicas of each process, each running on a distinct physical processor.

We illustrate this approach on an example in Figure 1 for a platform with 8 processors running an application with 4 MPI processes so that each process has one replica (i.e., 8 processes in total). At time 1, one of the replicas for process #3 experiences a failure and a downtime (of 1 second). Because the other replica is still running, the application does not fail. At time 2, a replica of process #1 and a replica of process #4 each experience a failure, but once again the application can continue running. At time 4, a checkpoint is saved (perhaps as dictated by a periodic checkpointing strategy), which is possible because at least one replica of each process is running. At time 6 two other failures occur but have no impact on the application execution because enough process replicas remain (one of these two failures occurs at a processor that is no longer participating in the application execution). Another checkpoint is saved at time 8. At time 10, a failure and downtime occur for the only remaining replica of process #3. This causes an application failure, and triggers a recovery. At time 11.5, all processors resume from a previous checkpoint, each with 2 replicas. In this example, for simplicity, we do not show failures during checkpointing and/or recovery, but we do allow such failures in this work.

Process replication is sensible because the mean time to failure of a group of two replicas is larger than that of a single processor, meaning that the checkpointing frequency can be lowered thus improving parallel efficiency. In [10] Ferreira et al. have studied process replication, with a practical implementation and some analytical results. In this paper, we focus on the theoretical foundations of process replication, and we make the following novel contributions:

- We derive exact expressions for the MNFTI (Mean Number of Failures To Interruption)
Figure 1: Gantt chart for a example application execution with process replication on 8 processors (4 logical MPI processes with one replica per process). A gray fill indicates that a processor is computing. A red fill denotes when a process is experiencing a downtime. Red hatches indicate when a processor is not longer participating in the application execution. Black hatches indicates when a processor is involved in saving a checkpoint. A green fill indicates when a processor is involved in a recovery.

and the $MTTI$ (Mean Time To Interruption) for arbitrary numbers of replicas assuming Exponential failures.

- We extend these results to arbitrary failure distributions, notably obtaining closed-form solutions in the case of Weibull failures.
- We present simulation results, based on both synthetic and real-world failure traces, to compare executions with and without process replication. We find that with process replication application performance is not sensitive to the checkpointing period, provided that that period is within a large neighborhood of the optimal period.
- Based on our results, we determine in which conditions the use of process replication is beneficial. We perform a fair comparison between the replication and the no-replication cases, i.e., our comparison is not impacted by the (critical) choice of a particular checkpointing period in the no-replication case.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 states our assumptions and defines the process replication approach. Section 4 presents the bulk of our theoretical contribution. Section 5 presents our simulation methodology and empirical results obtained in simulation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of our findings and directions for future work.
2 Related work

Checkpointing policies have been widely studied. In [11], Daly studies periodic checkpointing for Exponential failures, generalizing the well-known bound obtained by Young [12]. In [13] he studies the impact of sub-optimal checkpointing periods. In [14], Venkatesh develops an “optimal” checkpointing policy, based on the popular assumption that optimal checkpointing must be periodic. In [15], Bouguerra et al. prove that the optimal checkpointing policy is periodic when checkpointing and recovery overheads are constant, for either Exponential or Weibull failures. But their results rely on the unstated assumption that all processors are rejuvenated after each failure and after each checkpoint. In [16], Bougeret et al. show that this assumption is unreasonable for Weibull failures. They propose optimal solutions for Exponential failures and dynamic programming solutions for Weibull failures. Exponential failures are often assumed due to their convenient memoryless property, i.e., the fact that the time to the next failure does not depend on when the last failure has occurred [17]. But the non-memoryless Weibull distribution is recognized as a more realistic model [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The work in this paper relates to CRR in the sense that we study a replication mechanism that is complementary to checkpointing.

In spite of all the above advances, the feasibility of pure CRR for large-scale systems has been questioned [3, 4, 5]. Replication has long been used as a fault-tolerance mechanism in distributed systems [23]. Using replication together with CRR has been proposed in the context of grid computing [24]. One concern with replication is the induced resource waste. However, given the scalability limitations of pure CRR, replication has recently received more attention in the HPC literature [5, 8, 9]. The use of redundant MPI processes is advocated in [25] for HPC applications, and in [26] for grid computing with volatile nodes. The work by Ferreira et al. [10] has studied the use of process replication for MPI (Message Passing Interface) applications, using 2 replicas per MPI process. They provide a theoretical analysis of parallel efficiency, an MPI implementation that supports transparent process replication (including failure detection, consistent message ordering among replicas, etc.), and a set of experimental and simulation results. Partial redundancy is studied in [27, 28] (in combination with coordinated checkpointing) to decrease the overhead of full replication. Adaptive redundancy is introduced in [29], where a subset of processes is dynamically selected for replication.

In this work we focus on the theoretical analysis of the combination of replication and CRR. While some theoretical results are provided in [10], they are based on an analogy between the process replication problem and the birthday problem. This analogy is appealing but, as seen in Section 4.1.2, does not make it possible to compute exact MNFTI and MTTI values. In addition, all the papers listed above use Daly’s formula for the checkpointing period, even for Weibull or other distributions: they simply use the mean of the distribution and plug it into the formula as if it were Exponential. More importantly, they do not consider that using replication will change the optimal checkpointing period, even for Exponential distributions. The corresponding approaches are thus sub-optimal. This paper provides the optimal value of the period for Exponential and Weibull distributions (either analytically or experimentally), taking into account the use of replication.

3 Framework

3.1 Models and assumptions

We consider the execution of a tightly-coupled parallel application, or job, on a large-scale platform composed of p processors. For simplicity, we use the term “processor” to indicate a multi-core processor socket subject to failures. We assume that standard CRR is performed (with checkpointing
either at the system level or at the application level, with some checkpointing overhead involved). At most one application process (replica) runs on one processor.

The job must complete $W$ units of (divisible) work, which can be split arbitrarily into separate chunks. We define the work unit so that when the job is executed on a single processor one unit of work is performed in one unit of time. The job can execute on any number $q \leq p$ processors. Defining $W(q)$ as the time required for a failure-free execution on $q$ processors, we consider three models:

- Perfectly parallel jobs: $W(q) = W/q$.
- Generic parallel jobs: $W(q) = W/q + \gamma W$. As in Amdahl’s law [30], $\gamma < 1$ is the fraction of the work that is inherently sequential.
- Numerical kernels: $W(q) = W/q + \gamma W^{2/3}/\sqrt{q}$, which is representative of a matrix product or a LU/QR factorization of size $N$ on a 2D-processor grid, where $W = O(N^3)$. In the algorithms in [31], $q = r^2$ and each processor receives 2$r$ blocks of size $N^2/r^2$ during the execution; $\gamma$ is the platform’s communication-to-computation ratio.

Each participating processor is subject to failures that each cause a downtime. We do not distinguish between soft and hard failures, with the understanding that soft failures are handled via software rejuvenation (i.e., rebooting [32, 33]) and that hard failures are handled by processor sparing, a common approach in production systems. For simplicity we assume that a downtime lasts $D$ time units, regardless of the failure type. After a downtime the processor is fault-free and begins a new lifetime. In the absence of replication, when a processor fails, the whole execution is stopped, and all processors must recover from the previous checkpointed state. This work is applicable to coordinated checkpointing [34]. We leave the study of uncoordinated checkpointing [35], which involves message logging/replay to perform recoveries, for future work. We allow failures to happen during recovery or checkpointing, but not during downtime (otherwise, the downtime can be considered part of the recovery). We assume that processor failures are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). This assumption is commonplace in the literature [12, 11, 15, 10] because it makes analysis more tractable [17]. In the real world, instead, failures are bound to be correlated. Note that one source of failure correlation is the hierarchical structure of compute platforms (each rack comprises compute nodes, each compute node comprises processor sockets, each processor comprises cores), which leads to simultaneous failures of groups of processors. Obtaining theoretical results for non-i.i.d. failures is beyond the scope of this work. The recovery lasts the time needed to restore the last checkpoint.

We let $C(q)$, resp. $R(q)$, denote the time needed to perform a checkpoint, resp. a recovery, during an application execution with $q$ processors. Let $V$ be the size (in bytes) of an application checkpoint. Then checkpointing, resp. recovering, requires that each processor write, resp. read, $V/q$ bytes to, resp. from, secondary storage. We consider two scenarios:

- Proportional overhead: $C(q) = R(q) = C/q$ where $C$ is the time needed to write/read $V$ bytes to/from secondary storage at one processor. This is representative of cases where the bandwidth of the network card/link at each processor is the I/O bottleneck.
- Constant overhead: $C(q) = R(q) = C$, which is representative of cases where the bandwidth to/from the resilient storage system is the I/O bottleneck.

Since we consider tightly coupled parallel jobs, all $q$ processors operate synchronously. These processors execute the same amount of work $W(q)$ in parallel, chunk by chunk. The total time (on one processor) to execute a chunk of duration, or size, $\omega$ and then checkpointing it, is $\omega + C(q)$. 

3.2 Process replication

A parallel application consists of several application processes, each process running on a distinct processor. Process replication was recently studied in [10], in which the authors propose to replicate each application process transparently on two processors. Only when both these processors fail must the job recover from the previous checkpoint. One replica performs redundant (thus wasteful) computations, but the probability that both replicas fail is much smaller than that of a single replica, thereby allowing for a drastic reduction of the checkpoint frequency. Previous work has provided MPI implementations that allow for transparent process replication, such as the RedMPI library [36]. Our work in this paper is agnostic to (but informed by) such practical developments and simply assumes that transparent process replication is available to the application, with some overhead.

We consider the general case where each application process is replicated $g \geq 2$ times. We call replica-group the set of all the replicas of a given process, and we denote by $n_{rg}$ the number of replica-groups. Altogether, if there are $p$ available processors, there are $n_{rg} \times g \leq p$ processes running on the platform. We assume that when one of the $g$ replicas of a replica-group fails it is not restarted, and the execution of the application proceeds as long as there is still at least one running replica in each of the replica-groups. In other words, for the whole application to fail, there must exist a replica-group whose $g$ replicas have all been “hit” by a failure. One could envision a scenario where a failed replica is restarted based on the current state of the remaining replicas in its replica-group. This would increase application resiliency but would also be time-consuming. A certain amount of time would be needed to copy the state of one of the remaining replicas. Because all replicas of a same process must have a coherent state, the execution of the still running replicas would have to be paused during this copying. In a tightly coupled application, the execution of the whole application would be paused while copying. Consequently, restarting a failed replica would only be beneficial if the restarting cost were very small, when taking in consideration the frequency of failures and the checkpoint and restart costs. The benefit of such an approach is doubtful and, like [10], we do not consider it.

4 Theoretical results

Two important quantities for evaluating the quality of an application execution, when replication is used, are: (i) the Mean Number of Failures To Interruption ($MNFTI$), i.e., the mean number of processor failures until application failure occurs; and (ii) the Mean Time To Interruption ($MTTI$), i.e., the mean time elapsed until application failure occurs. In this section, we compute exact expressions of these two quantities. We first deal with the computation of $MNFTI$ values in Section 4.1. Then we proceed to computing $MTTI$ values, for Exponential failures in Section 4.2, and for arbitrary failures in Section 4.3. Note that the computation of $MNFTI$ applies to any failure distribution, while that of $MTTI$ is strongly distribution-dependent.

4.1 Computing $MNFTI$

4.1.1 Analytical evaluation

We consider two options for “counting” failures. One option is to count each failure that hits any of the $g \cdot n_{rg}$ initial processors, including the processors already hit by a failure. Consequently, a failure that hits an already hit replica-group does not necessarily induce an application interruption. If the failure hits an already hit processor, whose replica had already been terminated due to an earlier failure, the application is not affected. If, on the contrary, the failure hits one of the other processors,
then the whole application fails. This is the option chosen in [10]. Another option is to count only failures that hit running processors, and thus effectively kill replicas. This approach seems more natural as the running processors are the only ones that are important for the application execution.

We use $MNFTI^{ah}$ to denote the $MNFTI$ with the first option (“ah” stands for “already hit”), and $MNFTI^{rp}$ to denote the $MNFTI$ with the second option (“rp” stands for “running processors”). The following theorem gives a recursive expression for $MNFTI^{ah}$ in the case $g = 2$ and for memoryless failure distributions.

**Theorem 1.** If the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d. and independent from the failure history, then using process replication with $g = 2$, $MNFTI^{ah} = E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f)$ where $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f) =$

\[
\begin{cases}
  2 & \text{if } n_f = n_{rg}, \\
  \frac{2n_{rg}}{2n_{rg} - n_f} + \frac{2n_{rg} - 2n_f}{2n_{rg} - n_f} E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f + 1) & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

**Proof.** Let $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f)$ be the expectation of the number of failures needed for the whole application to fail, knowing that the application is still running and that failures have already hit $n_f$ different replica-groups. Because each process initially has 2 replicas, this means that $n_f$ different processes are no longer replicated, and that $n_{rg} - n_f$ are still replicated. Overall, there are $n_f + 2(n_{rg} - n_f) = 2n_{rg} - n_f$ processors still running.

The case $n_f = n_{rg}$ is the simplest. A new failure will hit an already hit replica-group, that is, a replica-group where one of the two initial replicas is still running. Two cases are then possible:

1. The failure hits the running processor. This leads to an application failure, and in this case $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_{rg}) = 1$.
2. The failure hits the processor that has already been hit. Then the failure has no impact on the application. The $MNFTI^{ah}$ of this case is then: $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_{rg}) = 1 + E(NFTI^{ah}|n_{rg})$. The probability of failure is uniformly distributed between the two replicas, and thus between these two cases. Weighting the values by their probabilities of occurrence yields:

\[
E(NFTI^{ah}|n_{rg}) = \frac{1}{2} \times 1 + \frac{1}{2} \times \left( 1 + E(NFTI^{ah}|n_{rg}) \right) = 2.
\]

For the general case $0 \leq n_f \leq n_{rg} - 1$, either the next failure hits a new replica-group, that is, one with 2 replicas still running, or it hits a replica-group that has already been hit. The latter case leads to the same sub-cases as the $n_f = n_{rg}$ case studied above. As we have assumed that the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d. and independent from the processor failure history the failure probability is uniformly distributed among the $2n_{rg}$ processors, including the ones already hit. Hence the probability that the next failure hits a new replica-group is $\frac{2n_{rg} - 2n_f}{2n_{rg}}$. In this case, the expected number of failures needed for the whole application to fail is one (the considered failure) plus $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f + 1)$. Altogether we have:

\[
E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f) = \frac{2n_{rg} - 2n_f}{2n_{rg}} \times \left( 1 + E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f + 1) \right) + \frac{2n_f}{2n_{rg}} \times \left( \frac{1}{2} \times 1 + \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f) \right) \right).
\]

Therefore, $E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f) = \frac{2n_{rg}}{2n_{rg} - n_f} + \frac{2n_{rg} - 2n_f}{2n_{rg} - n_f} E(NFTI^{ah}|n_f + 1)$. □
It turns out that there is a simple (and quite unexpected) relationship between both failure models:

**Proposition 1.** If the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d. and independent from the processor failure history then, for \( g = 2 \),

\[
MNFTI_{ah} = 1 + MNFTI_{rp}.
\]

Due to lack of space, we cannot include the proof of this and the following propositions, nor of the upcoming theoretical results in Section 4.3. These proofs span multiple pages and can be found in the companion research report [37].

Theorem 1 can be generalized to higher values of \( g \). To give an idea of the approach, here is the recursion for \( g = 3 \):

**Proposition 2.** If the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d. and independent from the failure history, then using process replication with \( g = 3 \), \( MNFTI_{ah} = \mathbb{E}(NFTI_{ah}|0, 0) \) where

\[
\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{ah}|n_2, n_1) = \\
\frac{1}{3n_{rg} - n_2 - 2n_1} (3n_{rg} + 3(n_{rg} - n_1 - n_2)\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{ah}|n_2 + 1, n_1) \\
+ 2n_2\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{ah}|n_2 - 1, n_1 + 1))
\]

One can solve this recursion using a dynamic programming algorithm of quadratic cost \( O(p^2) \) (and linear memory space \( O(p) \)).

**Proposition 3.** If the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d. and independent from the failure history, then using process replication with \( g = 3 \), \( MNFTI_{rp} = \mathbb{E}(NFTI_{rp}|0, 0) \) where

\[
\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{rp}|n_2, n_1) = \\
1 + \frac{1}{3n_{rg} - n_2 - 2n_1} (3(n_{rg} - n_1 - n_2)\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{rp}|n_2 + 1, n_1) \\
+ 2n_2\mathbb{E}(NFTI_{rp}|n_2 - 1, n_1 + 1))
\]

Given the simple additive relationship that exists between \( MNFTI_{ah} \) and \( MNFTI_{rp} \) for \( g = 2 \) (Proposition 1), one might have expected a similar relationship for large \( g \). However, computing numerical values for \( g = 3 \) shows that the difference between \( MNFTI_{ah} \) and \( MNFTI_{rp} \) is not constant and increases as \( n_{rg} \) increases. No simple relationship between \( MNFTI_{ah} \) and \( MNFTI_{rp} \) seems to exit when \( g \geq 3 \).

### 4.1.2 Numerical evaluation

In this section we evaluate our approach for computing the \( MNFTI \) value and include a comparison with the approach in [10]. The authors therein observe that the generalized birthday problem is related to the problem of determining the number of processor failures needed to induce an application failure. The generalized birthday problem asks the following question: what is the expected number of balls \( BP(m) \) to randomly put into \( m \) (originally empty) bins so that there is a bin with two balls? This problem has a well-known closed-form solution [38]. In the context
of process replication, it is tempting to consider each replica group as a bin, and each ball as a processor failure, thus computing $MNFTI = BP(n_{rg})$. Unfortunately, this analogy is incorrect because processors in a replica group are distinguished. Let us consider the case $g = 2$, i.e., two replicas per replica group, and the two failure models described in Section 4.1. In the “already hit” model, which is used in [10], if a failure hits a replica group after that replica group has already been hit once (i.e., a second ball is placed in a bin) an application failure does not necessarily occur. This is unlike the birthday problem, in which the stopping criterion is for a bin to contain two balls, thus breaking the analogy. In the “running processor” model, the analogy also breaks down. Consider that one failure has already occurred. The replica group that has suffered that first failure is now twice less likely to be hit by another failure as all the other replica groups as it contains only one replica. Since probabilities are no longer identical across replica groups, i.e., bins, the problem is not equivalent to the generalized birthday problem. However, there is a direct and valid analogy between the process replication problem and another version of the birthday problem with distinguished types, which asks: what is the expected number of randomly drawn red or white balls $BT(m)$ to randomly put into $m$ (originally empty) bins so that there is a bin that contains at least one red ball and one white ball? Unfortunately, there is no known closed-form formula for $BT(m)$, even though the results in Section 4.1 provide a recursive solution.

In spite of the above, [10] uses the solution of the generalized birthday problem to compute $MNFTI$. According to [39], a previous article by the authors of [10], it would seem that the value $BP(n_{rg})$ is used. While [10] does not make it clear which value is used, a recent research report by the same authors states that they use $BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$. For completeness, we include both values in the comparison hereafter.

Table 1: $MNFTI^{ah}$ computed as $BP(n_{rg})$, $BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$, and using Theorem 1 for $n_{rg} = 2^0, \ldots, 2^{20}$, with $g = 2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n_{rg}$</th>
<th>$2^0$</th>
<th>$2^1$</th>
<th>$2^2$</th>
<th>$2^3$</th>
<th>$2^4$</th>
<th>$2^5$</th>
<th>$2^6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theorem 1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(n_{rg})$</td>
<td>2.0 (-33.3%)</td>
<td>2.5 (-31.8%)</td>
<td>3.2 (-30.9%)</td>
<td>4.2 (-30.3%)</td>
<td>5.7 (-30.0%)</td>
<td>7.8 (-29.7%)</td>
<td>10.7 (-29.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$</td>
<td>2.5 (-16.7%)</td>
<td>3.2 (-12.2%)</td>
<td>4.2 (-8.8%)</td>
<td>5.7 (-4.4%)</td>
<td>7.8 (-4.6%)</td>
<td>10.7 (-3.3%)</td>
<td>14.9 (-2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{rg}$</td>
<td>$2^2$</td>
<td>$2^3$</td>
<td>$2^4$</td>
<td>$2^5$</td>
<td>$2^6$</td>
<td>$2^7$</td>
<td>$2^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theorem 1</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>161.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(n_{rg})$</td>
<td>14.9 (-29.5%)</td>
<td>20.7 (-29.4%)</td>
<td>29.0 (-29.4%)</td>
<td>40.8 (-29.4%)</td>
<td>57.4 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>80.9 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>114.1 (-29.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$</td>
<td>20.7 (-1.6%)</td>
<td>29.0 (-1.2%)</td>
<td>40.8 (-0.8%)</td>
<td>57.4 (-0.6%)</td>
<td>80.9 (-0.4%)</td>
<td>114.1 (-0.3%)</td>
<td>161.1 (-0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{rg}$</td>
<td>$2^9$</td>
<td>$2^{10}$</td>
<td>$2^{11}$</td>
<td>$2^{12}$</td>
<td>$2^{13}$</td>
<td>$2^{14}$</td>
<td>$2^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theorem 1</td>
<td>227.9</td>
<td>321.8</td>
<td>451.7</td>
<td>642.7</td>
<td>908.5</td>
<td>1284.4</td>
<td>1815.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(n_{rg})$</td>
<td>161.1 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>227.5 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>321.5 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>454.4 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>642.4 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>908.2 (-29.3%)</td>
<td>1284.1 (-29.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$</td>
<td>227.5 (-0.1%)</td>
<td>321.5 (-0.1%)</td>
<td>454.4 (-0.1%)</td>
<td>642.4 (-0.1%)</td>
<td>908.2 (-0.04%)</td>
<td>1284.1 (-0.03%)</td>
<td>1815.7 (-0.02%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the $MNFTI^{ah}$ values computed as $BP(n_{rg})$ or as $BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$, as well as the exact value computed using Theorem 1 for various values of $n_{rg}$ and for $g = 2$. (Recall that in this case, $MNFTI^{ah}$ and $MNFTIp$ differ only by 1). The percentage relative differences between the two $BP$ values and the exact value are included in the table as well. We see that the $BP(n_{rg})$ value leads to relative differences with the exact value between 29% and 33%. This large difference seems easily explained due to the broken analogy with the generalized birthday problem. The unexpected result is that the relative difference between the $BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$ value and the exact value is below 16% and, more importantly, decreases and approaches zero as $n_{rg}$ increases. The implication is that using $BP(g \cdot n_{rg})$ is an effective heuristic for computing $MNFTI^{ah}$ even though the birthday problem is
not analogous to the process replication problem! These results thus provide an empirical, if not theoretical, justification for the approach in [10], whose validity was not assessed experimentally therein.

4.2 Computing $MTTI$ for Exponential failures

We do not know how to compute the $MTTI$ under the “running processors” approach for counting failures. However, the $MTTI$ can be easily computed under the “already hit” approach, when assuming Exponential failures:

$$MTTI = \text{systemMTBF}(g \times n_{rg}) \times MNFTI^{ah}$$

where $\text{systemMTBF}(p)$ denotes the mean time between failures of a platform with $p$ processors and $MNFTI^{ah}$ is given by Theorem 1. Recall that $\text{systemMTBF}(p)$ is simply equal to the MTBF of an individual processor divided by $p$. For completeness, note that a recursive expression for $MTTI$ can also be obtained directly [37].

The linear relationship between $MNFTI$ and $MTTI$, seen in Equation (1), allows us to use the results in Table 1 to compute $MTTI$ values. To quantify the potential benefit of replication, Table 2 shows these values as the total number of processors increases. For a given total number of processors, we show results for $g = 1, 2,$ and $3$. As a safety check, we have compared these predicted values with those computed through simulations, using an individual processor MTBF equal to 125 years. For each value of $n_{rg}$ in Table 2, we have generated $1,000,000$ random failure dates, computed the Time To application Interruption for each instance, and computed the mean of these values. This simulated $MTTI$, is in full agreement with the predicted $MTTI$ in Table 2 (see [37] for full methodological details).

The main and expected observation in Table 2 is that increasing $g$, i.e., the level of replication, leads to increased $MTTI$. The improvement in $MTTI$ due to replication increases as $n_{rg}$ increases, and increases when the level of replication, $g$, increases. Using $g = 2$ leads to large improvement over using $g = 1$, with an $MTTI$ up to 3 orders of magnitude larger for $n_{rg} = 2^{20}$. Increasing the replication level to $g = 3$ leads to more moderate improvement over $g = 2$, with an $MTTI$ only about 10 times larger for $n_{rg} = 2^{20}$. Overall, these results show that, at least in terms of $MTTI$, replication is beneficial. Although these results are for a particular MTBF value, they lead us to believe that moderate replication levels, namely $g = 2$, are sufficient to achieve drastic improvements in fault-tolerance.

4.3 Computing $MTTI$ for arbitrary failures

The approach that computes $MTTI$ from $MNFTI^{ah}$ is limited to memoryless (i.e., Exponential) failure distributions. To encompass arbitrary distributions, we use another approach based on the failure distribution density at the platform level. Theorem 2 quantifies the probability of successfully completing an amount of work of size $W$ when using process replication for any failure distribution, which makes it possible to compute $MTTI$ via numerical integration:

**Theorem 2.** Consider an application with $n_{rg}$ processes, each replicated $g$ times using process replication, so that processor $P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq g \cdot n_{rg}$, executes a replica of process $\left\lceil \frac{i}{g} \right\rceil$. Assume that the failure inter-arrival times on the different processors are i.i.d, and let $\tau_i$ denote the time elapsed since the last failure of processor $P_i$. Let $F$ denote the cumulative distribution function of the failure probability, and $F(t|\tau)$ be the probability that a processor fails in the next $t$ units of time, knowing
Table 2: MTTI values achieved for Exponential failures and a given number of processors using different replication factors (total of \( p = 2^0, \ldots, 2^{20} \) processors, with \( g = 1, 2, \text{ and } 3 \)). The individual processor MTBF is 125 years, and MTTIs are expressed in hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( 2^0 )</th>
<th>( 2^1 )</th>
<th>( 2^2 )</th>
<th>( 2^3 )</th>
<th>( 2^4 )</th>
<th>( 2^5 )</th>
<th>( 2^6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>1095 000</td>
<td>547 500</td>
<td>273 750</td>
<td>136 875</td>
<td>68 438</td>
<td>34 219</td>
<td>17 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>1642 500</td>
<td>1003 750</td>
<td>637 446</td>
<td>416 932</td>
<td>278 726</td>
<td>189 328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>1505 625</td>
<td>999 188</td>
<td>778 673</td>
<td>565 429</td>
<td>432 102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( 2^7 )</td>
<td>( 2^8 )</td>
<td>( 2^9 )</td>
<td>( 2^{10} )</td>
<td>( 2^{11} )</td>
<td>( 2^{12} )</td>
<td>( 2^{13} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>8555</td>
<td>4277</td>
<td>2139</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>130 094</td>
<td>90 135</td>
<td>62 819</td>
<td>43 967</td>
<td>30 864</td>
<td>21 712</td>
<td>15 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>326 569</td>
<td>251 589</td>
<td>194 129</td>
<td>151 058</td>
<td>117 905</td>
<td>92 417</td>
<td>72 612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( 2^{14} )</td>
<td>( 2^{15} )</td>
<td>( 2^{16} )</td>
<td>( 2^{17} )</td>
<td>( 2^{18} )</td>
<td>( 2^{19} )</td>
<td>( 2^{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>10 789</td>
<td>7615</td>
<td>5378</td>
<td>3799</td>
<td>2685</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>57 185</td>
<td>45 106</td>
<td>35 628</td>
<td>28 169</td>
<td>22 290</td>
<td>17 649</td>
<td>13 982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that its last failure happened \( \tau \) units of time ago. Then the probability that the application will still be running after \( t \) units of time is:

\[
R(t) = \prod_{j=1}^{n_{rg}} \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{g} F\left( t | \tau_i + g(j-1) \right) \right). \tag{2}
\]

Let \( f \) denote the probability density function of the entire platform (\( f \) is the derivative of the function \( 1 - R \)): the MTTI is given by:

\[
MTTI = \int_0^{+\infty} tf(t)dt = \int_0^{+\infty} R(t)dt = \int_0^{+\infty} \prod_{j=1}^{n_{rg}} \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{g} F\left( t | \tau_i + g(j-1) \right) \right) dt. \tag{3}
\]

This theorem can then be used to obtain a closed-form expression for \( MTTI \) when the failure distribution is Exponential (Theorem 3) or Weibull (Theorem 4):

**Theorem 3.** Consider an application with \( n_{rg} \) processes, each replicated \( g \) times using process replication. If the probability distribution of the time to failure of each processor is Exponential with parameter \( \lambda \), then the MTTI is given by:

\[
MTTI = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{rg}} \sum_{j=1}^{i} \binom{n_{rg}}{i} j^{-1} (-1)^{i+j}.
\]

The following corollary gives a simpler expression for the case \( g = 2 \):

**Corollary 1.** Consider an application with \( n_{rg} \) processes, each replicated 2 times using process replication. If the probability distribution of the time to failure of each processor is Exponential with parameter \( \lambda \), then the MTTI is given by:

\[
MTTI = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{rg}} (-1)^{i} \binom{n_{rg}}{i} \sum_{j=0}^{n_{rg}} \left( \frac{-1}{2} \right)^{i} \binom{n_{rg}}{i}.
\]
Theorem 4. Consider an application with \( n_{rg} \) processes, each replicated \( g \) times using process replication. If the probability distribution of the time to failure of each processor is Weibull with scale parameter \( \lambda \) and shape parameter \( k \), then the MTTI is given by:

\[
MTTI = \frac{\lambda}{k} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{k} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{n_{rg}} \sum_{j=1}^{i-g} \frac{\left(\binom{n_{rg}}{i-j}\right)(-1)^{i+j}j^k}{i^k}.
\]

While Theorem 3 is yet another approach to computing the MTTI for Exponential distributions, Theorem 4 is the first analytical result (to the best of our knowledge) for Weibull distributions. Unfortunately, due to the limits of floating point arithmetic, the formula in Theorem 4 is not numerically stable for large values of \( n_{rg} \). As a result, we resort to numerical simulation to compute MTTI values. Table 3, which is the counterpart of Table 2 for Weibull failures, shows MTTI results obtained as averages computed on the first 100,000 application failures of each simulated scenario. The results are similar to those in Table 2. The MTTI with \( g = 2 \) is much larger than that using \( g = 1 \), up to more than 3 orders of magnitude at large scale (\( n_{rg} = 2^{20} \)). The improvement in MTTI with \( g = 3 \) compared to \( g = 2 \) is more modest, reaching about a factor 10. The conclusions are thus similar: replication leads to large improvements, and a moderate replication level (\( g = 2 \)) may be sufficient.

Table 3: Simulated MTTI values achieved for Weibull failures with shape parameter 0.7 and a given number of processors \( p \) using different replication factors (total of \( p = 2^0, \ldots, 2^{20} \) processors, with \( g = 1, 2, \) and 3). The individual processor MTBF is 125 years, and MTTI values are expressed in hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( 2^0 )</th>
<th>( 2^1 )</th>
<th>( 2^2 )</th>
<th>( 2^3 )</th>
<th>( 2^4 )</th>
<th>( 2^5 )</th>
<th>( 2^6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>1 091 886</td>
<td>549 031</td>
<td>274 641</td>
<td>137 094</td>
<td>68 812</td>
<td>34 383</td>
<td>17 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>2 081 689</td>
<td>1 243 285</td>
<td>769 561</td>
<td>491 916</td>
<td>321 977</td>
<td>214 795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>2 810 359</td>
<td>1 811 739</td>
<td>1 083 009</td>
<td>763 629</td>
<td>539 190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( 2^7 )</td>
<td>( 2^8 )</td>
<td>( 2^9 )</td>
<td>( 2^{10} )</td>
<td>( 2^{11} )</td>
<td>( 2^{12} )</td>
<td>( 2^{13} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>8 603</td>
<td>4 275</td>
<td>2 132</td>
<td>1 060</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>144 359</td>
<td>98 660</td>
<td>67 768</td>
<td>46 764</td>
<td>32 520</td>
<td>22 496</td>
<td>15 767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>398 410</td>
<td>296 301</td>
<td>223 701</td>
<td>170 369</td>
<td>131 212</td>
<td>101 330</td>
<td>78 675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( 2^{14} )</td>
<td>( 2^{15} )</td>
<td>( 2^{16} )</td>
<td>( 2^{17} )</td>
<td>( 2^{18} )</td>
<td>( 2^{19} )</td>
<td>( 2^{20} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 1 )</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 2 )</td>
<td>11 055</td>
<td>7766</td>
<td>5448</td>
<td>3843</td>
<td>2708</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>1345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g = 3 )</td>
<td>61 202</td>
<td>47 883</td>
<td>37 558</td>
<td>29 436</td>
<td>23 145</td>
<td>18 249</td>
<td>14 391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Empirical evaluation

In the previous section, we have obtained exact expressions for the MNFTI and the MTTI, which are of direct relevance to the performance of the application. The main performance metric of interest to end-users, however, is the application makespan, i.e., the time elapsed between the launching of the application and its successful completion. Since it is not tractable to derive a closed-form expression of the expected makespan, in this section we compute the makespan empirically via simulation experiments.

The makespan, the MNFTI, and the MTTI are inter-related but impacted differently by the use of process replication. As the number of replicas per process, \( g \), increases, the MNFTI and the
MTTI increase because with more replicas more individual processor failures can occur before an application failure occurs. These increases are quantified in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The make span is driven by the checkpointing overhead (a higher overhead implies a higher make span) and the number of logical application processes (a higher number implies a lower make span). As \( g \) increases, precisely because the MNFTI and the MTTI increase, a lower checkpointing frequency can be used, leading to a lower checkpointing overhead. However, as \( g \) increases, the number of logical application processes decreases since more processors are “wasted” to perform redundant computation. Consequently, as \( g \) increases the make span is subject to a trade-off between the decreased checkpointing overhead and the decreased number of logical processes. Our goal in this section is to explore this trade-off, and to identify the conditions in which the MNFTI and MTTI increases due to using \( g > 1 \) seen in previous sections do translate to decreases in make span.

5.1 Simulation framework and models

Here we detail our simulation methodology for evaluating the benefits of process replication. We use both synthetic and real-world failure distributions. The source code and all simulation results are publicly available at [http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/~fvivien/DATA/ProcessReplication.tar.bz2](http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/~fvivien/DATA/ProcessReplication.tar.bz2).

Simulator – We have developed a simple simulator in C++ that takes as input a number of processor (\( p \)), a parallel job model (see Section 3.1), a specification of the failure distribution, a specification of the overhead due to replication, and values for \( C \) (checkpointing overhead), \( R \) (recovery overhead), \( D \) (down time duration), and \( W \) (total amount of work). The simulator then generates failure occurrences for each processor based on the failure distribution and constructs Gantt charts as that shown in Figure 1 for various checkpointing policies. The simulator outputs the application make span. Hereafter we describe how we produce input to the simulator, and which checkpointing policies it implements.

Synthetic failure distributions – To choose failure distribution parameters that are representative of realistic systems, we use failure statistics from the Jaguar platform. Jaguar is said to experience on the order of 1 failure per day [6]. Assuming a 1-day platform MTBF gives us a processor MTBF equal to \( P_{\text{total}} \approx 125 \) years, where \( P_{\text{total}} = 45,208 \) is Jaguar’s number of processors. We then compute the parameters of Exponential and Weibull distributions so that they lead to this MTBF value. Namely, for the Exponential distribution we set \( \lambda = \frac{1}{MTBF} \) and for the Weibull distribution, which requires two parameters \( k \) and \( \lambda \), we set \( \lambda = MTBF/\Gamma(1 + 1/k) \). We fix \( k \) to 0.156, 0.5, and 0.7, based on the results in [21], [20], and [19].

Log-based failure distributions – We also consider failure distributions based on failure logs from production clusters. We use logs from the largest clusters among the preprocessed logs in the Failure trace archive [40], i.e., for clusters at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [19]. In these logs, each failure is tagged by the node —and not just the processor— on which the failure occurred. Among the 26 possible clusters, we opted for the logs of the only two clusters with more than 1,000 nodes. The motivation is that we need a sample history sufficiently large to simulate platforms with more than ten thousand nodes. The two chosen logs are for clusters 18 and 19 in the archive (referred to as 7 and 8 in [19]). For each log, we record the set \( S \) of availability intervals. The discrete failure distribution for the simulation is generated as follows: the conditional probability \( P(X \geq t \mid X \geq \tau) \) that a node stays up for a duration \( t \), knowing that it has been up for a duration \( \tau \), is set to the ratio of the number of availability durations in \( S \) greater than or equal to \( t \), over the number of availability durations in \( S \) greater than or equal to \( \tau \).

Scenario generation – Given a \( p \)-processor job, a failure trace is a set of failure dates for each processor over a fixed time horizon \( h \) set to 2 years. The job start time is assumed to be one
year to avoid side-effects related to the synchronous initialization of all nodes/processors. Given
the distribution of inter-arrival times at a processor, for each processor we generate a trace via
independent sampling until the target time horizon is reached.

The two clusters used for computing our log-based failure distributions consist of 4-processor
nodes. Hence, to simulate a 45,208-processor platform we generate 11,302 failure traces, one for
each four-processor node.

Replication overhead – In [10], the authors consider that the communication overhead due to
replication is proportional to the application’s communication demands. Arguing that, to be scal-
able, an application must have sub-linear communication costs with respect to increasing processor
counts, they consider an approximate logarithmic model for the percentage replication overhead:
\( \frac{\log(p)}{10} + 3.67 \), where \( p \) is the number of processors. The parameters to this model are instantiated
from the application in [10] that has the highest replication overhead. When \( g = 2 \), we use the
same logarithmic model to augment our first two parallel job models in Section 3.1:

- **Perfectly parallel jobs:** \( W(q) = \frac{W}{q} \times (1 + \frac{1}{100} \times (\frac{\log(q)}{10} + 3.67)) \).
- **Generic parallel jobs:** \( W(q) = (\frac{W}{q} + \gamma W) \times (1 + \frac{1}{100} \times (\frac{\log(q)}{10} + 3.67)) \).

For the numerical kernel job model, we can use a more accurate overhead model that does not rely
on the above logarithmic approximation. Our original model in Section 3.1 comprises a computation
component and a communication component. Using replication \( (g = 2) \), for each point-to-point
communication between two original application processes, now a communication occurs between
each process pair, considering both original processors and replicas, for a total of 4 communications.
We can thus simply multiply the communication component of the model by a factor 4 and obtain
the augmented model:

- **Numerical kernels:** \( W(q) = \frac{W}{q} + \gamma \times \frac{W^2}{\sqrt{q}} \times 4 \).

No overhead model for \( g = 3 \) is given in [10], but in a subsequent article overhead measurements
for \( g = 2 \) and \( g = 3 \) are reported for several benchmarks [36]. Considering the strong scaling
benchmark results, which correspond to our job models, the maximum ratio between the percentage
replication overhead for \( g = 3 \) to that for \( g = 2 \) is 3.18 (ignoring one outlier ratio that is above 60).
Given these results, and given the lack of an analytical model, we conservatively multiply the \( g = 2 \)
overhead by 3.18 in our experiments with \( g = 3 \) for the perfectly parallel and generic parallel job
models. For the numerical kernel job model we simply multiply the communication component by
a factor \( g^2 \) (as done in the \( g = 2 \) case).

Parameter values – We use the same parameter values as in the recent article [10]: \( C = R = 600 \) s, \( D = 60 \) s and \( W = 10,000 \) years (except for log-based simulations for which \( W = 1,000 \)
years).

Checkpointing policy – Replication dramatically reduces the number of application failures,
so that standard periodic checkpointing strategies can be used. The checkpointing period can
be computed based on the MTTI value using Young’s approximation [12] or Daly’s first-order
approximation [11]. We use Daly’s approximation in this work because it is classical, often used in
practice, and used in previous work [10]. It would be also interesting to present results obtained with
the optimal checkpointing period, so as to evaluate the impact of the choice of the checkpointing
period on our results. However, deriving the optimal period is not tractable [41]. However, since
our experiments are in simulation, we can search numerically for the best period among a sensible
set of candidate periods. To build the candidate periods, we use the period computed in [10]
5.2 Choice of the checkpointing period

Our first set of experiments aims at determining whether using Daly’s approximation for computing the checkpointing period, as done in [10], is a reasonable idea when replication is used. In the $g = 2$ case we compute this period using the exact $MTTI$ expression from Corollary 1. In the $g = 3$ case, since the formula from Theorem 3 is not numerically stable, we compute the $MTTI$ using numerical simulation (as explained in Section 4.3). Given a failure distribution and a parallel job model, we compute the average makespan over 100 sample simulated application executions for a range of numbers of processors. Each sample is obtained using a different seed for generating random failure events based on the failure distribution. In addition to the $g = 2$ and $g = 3$ results, we also present results for $g = 1$ (no replication) as a baseline, in which case the $MTTI$ is simply the processor MTBF. In the three options the total number of processors is the same, i.e., $g \times p/g$.

We run experiments for 6 failure distributions: (i) Exponential with a 125-year MTBF; (ii) Weibull with a 125-year MTBF and shape parameter $k = 0.70$; (iii) Weibull with a 125-year MTBF and shape parameter $k = 0.50$; (iv) Weibull with a 125-year MTBF and shape parameter $k = 0.156$; (v) Failures drawn from the failure log of LANL cluster 18; and (vi) Failures drawn from the failure
Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 (generic parallel jobs) but for Weibull failures (MTBF = 125 years). The solid curves for $g = 2$ and $g = 3$ overlap their dotted counterparts.

Figure 4: Same as Figure 2 (generic parallel jobs) but for Weibull failures ($k = 0.156$ and MTBF = 125 years). The right-hand side is a zoomed-in version of the right-hand side.

For each failure distribution, we use five parallel job models as described in Section 3.1, augmented with the replication overhead model described in Section 5.1: (i) perfectly parallel; (ii) generic parallel jobs with $\gamma = 10^{-6}$; (iii) numerical kernels with $\gamma = 0.1$; (iv) numerical kernels with $\gamma = 1$; and (v) numerical kernels with $\gamma = 10$. We thus have $6 \times 5 = 30$ sets of results. Figures 2 through 6 show average makespan vs. number of processors. It turns out that, for a given failure distribution, all results follow the same trend regardless of the job model, as illustrated in Figure 6 for Weibull failures with $k = 0.7$. Due to lack of space, with the exception of Figure 6 we only show results for the generic parallel job model.

Figures 2 to 5 show results for generic parallel jobs subject to each of the 6 considered failure distributions. The two curves for $g = 1$ are exactly superposed in Figure 2. For $g = 2$ and for $g = 3$ the two curves are exactly superposed in all figures but for Figure 4. We first remark that when no replication is used (i.e., $g = 1$), the minimum makespan is not achieved on the largest platform unless failures follow an Exponential distribution. The fact that in most cases the makespan with $2^{19}$ processors is lower than the makespan with $2^{20}$ processors suggests that process duplicating should be beneficial. This is indeed always the case for the largest platforms: when using $2^{20}$ processors, the makespan without replication is always larger than the makespan with replication, the replication factor being either $g = 2$ or $g = 3$. However, in almost all cases using a replication with $g = 2$ is more beneficial than with $g = 3$. The exception is for Weibull failures with $k = 0.156$. Regardless, in each tested configuration, the minimum makespan is always achieved while duplicating the processes and using the maximum number of processors.
Results for the case $g = 1$ (no replication) show that Daly’s approximation achieves the same performance as the best periodic checkpointing policy for Exponential failures. For our two real-world failure datasets, using the approximation also does well, deviating from the best periodic checkpointing policy only marginally as the platform becomes large. For Weibull failures, however, Daly’s approximation leads to significantly suboptimal results that worsen as $k$ decreases (as expected and already reported in [16]). However, in the cases $g = 2$ and $g = 3$, using Daly’s approximation leads to virtually the same performance as using the best period even for Weibull failures with $k = 0.7$ and $k = 0.5$. The only significant difference is seen for $k = 0.156$ and $g = 2$, which shows the limit of approximating a Weibull distribution with such a small shape parameter $k$ by an Exponential distribution of same mean. For higher values of $k$, with replication the application makespan is simply not sensitive to the checkpointing period, at least in a wide neighborhood around the best period. This is because application failures and recoveries are infrequent, i.e., the MTBF of a pair of replicas is large.

To quantify the frequency of application failures, Table 4 shows the percentage of processor failures that actually lead to failure recoveries when using process replication. Results are shown in the case of Weibull failures for $k = 0.156$, $k = 0.5$, and $k = 0.7$, and for $C = 600s$ and various numbers of processors. We see that for $k = 0.5$ and $k = 0.7$, very few application failures, and thus recoveries, occur throughout application execution (recall that makespans are measured in days in our experiments). With $k = 0.156$, the number of application failures is more than one order of magnitude larger. Table 4 also shows the fraction of processor failures that manifest themselves as application failures. This fraction is low, below 0.3% in our experiments, which explains why using $g = 3$ replicas does not lead to any improvement over using $g = 2$ (recall that the expectation was that further improvement would be low anyway given the results in Tables 2 and 3). Note that when setting the processor MTBF to a lower value so that the MTBF of a pair of replicas is not as large, one does observe that the choice of the checkpointing period matters even for large values of $k$ with Weibull failures. Consider for instance a process replication scenario with Weibull failures with $k = 0.7$, a generic parallel job, and a platform with $2^{20}$ processors. When setting the MTBF to an unrealistic 0.1 year, using Daly’s approximation yields an average makespan of 22.7 days, as opposed to 19.1 days when using the best period—an increase of more than 18%. Similar examples can be found for Exponential failures.

We summarize our findings so far as follows. Without replication, a poor choice of checkpointing period produces significantly suboptimal performance. With replication, the number of application
Figure 6: Same as Figure 3(a) (Weibull failures with $k = 0.7$, $MTBF = 125$ years) but for other job types. The solid curves for $g = 2$ and $g = 3$ overlap their dotted counterparts.

failures is drastically reduced. As a result, unless failures are very far from being Exponentially distributed (i.e., Weibull distribution with very low $k$) or the MTBF is very low, the choice of the checkpointing period is not critical and it is sufficient to pick a period in a large neighborhood of the optimal period. In these conditions setting the checkpointing period based on an approximation, Daly’s being the most commonplace and oft referenced, is appropriate.

5.3 When is process replication beneficial?

In this section we determine under which conditions process replication is beneficial, i.e., leads to a lower makespan, when compared to a standard application execution that uses only checkpoint-rollback. We restrict our study to duplication ($g = 2$) as we have seen that the case $g = 3$ is rarely beneficial in our results.

One question when comparing the replication and the no-replication cases is that of the checkpointing period. We have seen in the previous section that when using process replication Daly’s approximation can be used safely in most cases. In the no-replication case, however, Daly’s approximation should only be used in the case of exponentially distributed failures as it leads to poor results when the failure distribution is Weibull (e.g., see the $g = 1$ curves in Figure 3). Although our results for two particular production workloads show that Daly’s approximation leads to reasonably good results in the no-replication case (see the $g = 1$ curves in Figures 5), there is evidence that, in general, failure distributions are well approximated by Weibull distributions [18, 19, 20, 22, 21].
Table 4: Number of application failures and fraction of processor failures that cause application failures with process replication ($g = 2$) assuming Weibull failure distributions ($k = 0.7, 0.5,$ or $0.156$) for generic parallel jobs with various numbers of processors and $C=600s$. Results are averaged over 100 experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of proc.</th>
<th># of app. failures</th>
<th>% of proc. failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k = 0.7$</td>
<td>$k = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{15}$</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{16}$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{17}$</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{18}$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{19}$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{20}$</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Break-even point curves for replication ($g = 2$) vs. no-replication for generic parallel jobs with various checkpointing overheads, as computed using the best checkpointing periods (solid lines) and Daly’s approximation (dashed lines), assuming Weibull failure distributions.

while not at all by exponential distributions. Most recently, in [22], the authors show that failures observed on a production cluster, over a cumulative 42-month time period, are modeled well by a Weibull distribution with shape parameter $k < 0.5$. And in this work we have used the $k = 0.156$ value from [21]. Given that Daly’s approximation is based on the exponential distribution, the further the failure distribution from the exponential distribution the further Daly’s approximation from the best period. This is illustrated in our results by the widening gap between the Daly-$g = 1$ and BestPeriod-$g = 1$ curves as $k$ decreases in Figures 3(a) ($k = 0.7$), 3(b) ($k = 0.5$), and 4 ($k = 0.156$).

Given the above, comparing the replication case to the no-replication case with Weibull failure distributions and using Daly’s approximation as the checkpointing period gives an unfair advantage to process replication. This is how the comparison is done in [10]. In this work, instead, to isolate the effect of replication from checkpointing period effects we opt for the following method: we always use the best checkpointing period for each simulated application execution, as computed by a numerical search over a range of simulated executions each with a different checkpointing period.

In a 2-D plane defined by the processor MTBF and the number of processors, and given a checkpointing overhead, simulation results can be used to construct a curve that divides the plane into two regions. Points above the curve correspond to cases in which process replication is beneficial. Points below the curve correspond to cases in which process replication is detrimental, i.e.,
Figure 8: Break-even point curves for replication \((g = 2)\) vs. no-replication for generic parallel jobs with various checkpointing overheads, as computed using the best checkpointing periods (solid lines) and Daly’s approximation (dashed lines), assuming Weibull failure distributions with shape parameter \(k = 0.156\). The right-hand side is a zoomed-in version of left-hand side.

the resource waste due to replication is not worthwhile because the processor MTBF is too large or the number of processors is too low. These results, for \(g = 2\), are shown as solid curves in Figure 7, for Weibull failures with \(k = 0.7\) and \(k = 0.5\), and in Figure 8 for Weibull failures with \(k = 0.156\), each curve corresponding to a different checkpointing overhead \((C)\) value (see [37] for results with exponentially distributed failures). Several such curves are shown in [10] (Figure 9 therein) for different checkpointing overheads. For comparison purposes, Figures 7 and 8 also show sets of dashed curves that correspond to results obtained when using Daly’s approximation as the checkpointing period instead of using our numerical search for the best such period.

We see that, as expected, using Daly’s approximation gives an unfair advantage to process replication. In other terms, in Figure 7 each dashed curve is below its solid counterpart. This advantage increases as \(k\) decreases, since the Weibull distribution is then further away from the Exponential distribution. (For exponential distributions, the curves match.) For instance, for \(k = 0.5\) (Figure 7(b)), the break-even curve for \(C = 600\) s as obtained using Daly’s approximation is in fact, for most values of the MTBF, below the break-even curve for \(C = 900\) s as obtained using the best checkpointing period. For a low \(k\) value of 0.156, the Weibull distribution is very far from an exponential distribution. As seen in Figure 8 for \(k = 0.156\), using Daly’s approximation leads to such an unfair advantage for process replication that the break-even curves exhibit incorrect trends, i.e., decreasing as the MTBF increases (which would indicate that the use of process replication is increasingly beneficial as processors become more reliable).

Considering the solid curves, we find that replication is detrimental when the number of processors is too small, when the checkpointing overhead is too low, and/or when the processor MTBF is too large. While these trends are expected, quantitative results such as those in Figures 7 and 8 make it possible to determine the regimes in which process replication should be used.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a rigorous study of process replication for large-scale platforms. We have obtained recursive expressions for \(MNFTI\), and analytical expressions for \(MTTI\) with arbitrary distributions, which lead to closed-form expressions for Exponential and Weibull distributions. We have also identified an unexpected relationship between two natural failure models (\(\textit{already hit}\) and \(\textit{running processors}\)) in the case of process duplication \((g = 2)\). We have conducted an extensive
set of simulations for Exponential, Weibull, and trace-based failure distributions. These results show that the choice of a good checkpointing period can be critical in the no-replication case, namely for Weibull failure distributions. By contrast, this choice is no longer critical when process replication is used unless the MTBF is (unrealistic) low or the failure distribution is very non-exponential (i.e., Weibull with low $k$). This is because with process replication few processor failures lead to application failures (i.e., rollback and recovery). This effect is essentially the reason why process replication was proposed in the first place. But a surprising and interesting side-effect is that choosing a good checkpointing period is likely no longer challenging in many practical situations. Finally, we have determined the break-even point between replication and no-replication for Weibull failures. Unlike that in previous work, this determination is agnostic to the choice of the checkpointing period, leading to results that are not as favorable for process replication. Our results nevertheless point to relevant scenarios, defined by instantiations of the platform and application parameters, in which replication is worthwhile when compared to the no-replication case. This is in spite of the induced resource waste, and even if the best checkpointing period is used in the no-replication case. Finally, our results also have laid the necessary theoretical foundations for future studies of process replication.

Further work should investigate the impact of partial replication instead of full replication as studied in this paper. In this approach, replication would be used only for critical components (e.g., message loggers in uncoordinated checkpoint protocols), while traditional checkpointing would be used for non-critical components. The goal would be to reduce the overhead of replication while still achieving some of its benefits in terms of resilience.

Another direction for future work is to study the impact of resilience techniques on energy consumption. Together with fault-tolerance, energy consumption is expected to be a major challenge for exascale machines [1,2]. A promising next step in this search is the study of the interplay between checkpointing, replication, and energy consumption. By definition, both checkpointing and replication induce additional power consumption, but both techniques lead to faster executions in expectation. There are thus various energy trade-offs to achieve. A key question is to determine the best execution strategy given both an energy budget and a maximum admissible application makespan.
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